Administration

Phone | Title | Room Number | E-MAIL
--- | --- | --- | ---
744-2024 | Professor & Chair | Biotech 106 | pruittz17@students.ecu.edu
Karpinski, Ruth | Administrative Support Specialist | Biotech 104 | karpinskr@ecu.edu
Letchworth, Kristy | Administrative Support Associate | Brody SE-106A | letkrwhn@ecu.edu
Raynor, Edna | Business Services Coordinator | Brody SE-106A | raynor16@ecu.edu
Roebuck, Teresa | Administrative Support Associate | Biotech 104 | roebuck4@students.ecu.edu

Faculty

Akula, Shaw M., PhD | Associate Professor | Brody SN-8EE | akulas@ecu.edu
Coleman, James P., PhD | Associate Professor | Biotech 134 | ostemj@ecu.edu
Franklin, Richard A., PhD | Associate Professor | Brody AN-5A | franklinr@ecu.edu
Garcia, Brandon L., PhD | Associate Professor | Brody BT-118 | garciab@ecu.edu
Khambatis, Farah, PhD | Research Assistant Professor (Temp) | khambatis@ecu.edu
Lemasson, Isabelle M., PhD | Associate Professor | Brody SN-8DD | lemasso@ecu.edu
Marine, Mark D., PhD | Professor | Brody SN-88B | marinm@ecu.edu
Martin, Daniel W., PhD | Research Associate Professor | Biotech 120 | martinm@ecu.edu
McClure, James A., PhD | Professor | Brody SN-8EC | mcclurej@ecu.edu
Meher, Akshaya K., PhD | Assistant Professor | Brody SN-8BD | meherak@ecu.edu
Motaelo, Md M., PhD | Professor | Biotech 116 | motaelom@ecu.edu
Pesci, Everett C., PhD | Professor & Intern Chair | Biotech 2561 | pesciec@ecu.edu
Polakowski, Nicholas, PhD | Research Associate Professor | Brody SN-8EB | polakowskn@ecu.edu
Ratiff, Michelle, PhD | Assistant Professor | Biotech 132 | ratiffm@ecu.edu
Rochlin, Edson R., PhD | Research Associate Professor | Biotech 130 | roclinr@ecu.edu
Roop, R. Martin, PhD | Professor | Biotech 122 | roopmr@ecu.edu
Roper, Rachel L., PhD | Associate Professor | Brody SN-86C | ropera@ecu.edu

Research Instructors

Ghosh, Debjani, PhD | Research Instructor-Mannie Lab | Brody SW-41/43/60 | ghoshd@ecu.edu
Xu, Hu, PhD | Research Instructor-Motaelo lab | Biotech 123 | xhu@biotech.ece.u.edu

Adjunct Faculty

Christie, John D., M.D., PhD | Professor - Pathology | PCMH | johnst@vanderbilthealth.com
Richards, Stephanie, PhD | Assoc-Professor-Health Education & Promotion | Carol Bark Building | richards3@vanderbilthealth.com
Murata, Rammo M., DDS | Asst Professor-School of Dental Medicine | MSF 601 | murata3@vanderbilthealth.com
Thomasian, Mary Jane, MD | Professor-Int Med, Pulmonary/Lung Care | Biotech SE-149 | thomasiam@vanderbilthealth.com
Vertanac, Kathryn M., PhD | Professor - Surgery/Transplant | Biotech 4G-16 | vertanac@vanderbilthealth.com

Postdoctoral Scholars

Barton, Ian, PhD | Postdoc - Roper lab | Biotech 122 | barton10@ecu.edu
Farrow, John, PhD | Postdoc - Pesce lab | Biotech 131 | farrowj@ecu.edu
Roy, Sourav, PhD | Postdoc - Garcia lab | Biotech 117 | royso@biotech.ece.u.edu
Thomas, Sheela, PhD | Postdoc – Garcia lab | Biotech 117 | thomas@biotech.ece.u.edu

Lab Staff

Alamans, Steve | Research Specialist – McCubrey Lab | Brody SN597/51 | alamans@ecu.edu
Fan, Ming | Research Specialist – Roper Lab | Biotech SE-118 | fanm@biotech.ece.u.edu
Gagnques, Ryan J. | Research Specialist – Garcia Lab | Biotech 117 | gagnques17@ecu.edu
Gray, Jake A. | Research Specialist – Meher lab | Brody SW56 | grayjake@ecu.edu
Hoang, Kimson | Research Specialist – Lemasson Lab | Brody SN134/132 | hoangk@ecu.edu
Lemasson, Jean Michelle M. | Research Specialist – Motaelo Lab | Biotech 117 | lemassonjm@ecu.edu
Parker, Anita C. | Research Specialist – Rocha Lab | Biotech 125 | parkera@ecu.edu
Patel, Krishna | Research Specialist – Roper Lab | Biotech 122 | patekl@ecu.edu
Richard, Lynda Kay B. | Research Specialist – Ratiff lab | Biotech 131 | richardl@ecu.edu
Wells, W. Greg | Research Specialist – Pesce Lab | Biotech 121 | wellsw@ecu.edu
Williams, John F. | Research Specialist – Akula lab | Brody SN556/136 | williamj@ecu.edu

Temp Staff

Eftie, Skylar | Temp Lab Assistant – Martin | Brody/Biotech | eftie@biotech.ece.u.edu
Williams, William | Temp – Res Tech – Roper | Brody | williamw211@biotech.ece.u.edu

Doctoral Student/Candidate

Bastian, Alexander | Research Specialist – BioTech 123 | Brody SW41 | bastianal@students.ecu.edu
Booth, Charles E. | Research Specialist – Roper Lab | Biotech SE118 | boothc@biotech.ece.u.edu
Cribb, Connor | Rotation | Brody SE106A | cribbc@students.ecu.edu
DeCoo, Kayla B. | Research Specialist – Mannie Lab | Biotech 114 | decobb@students.ecu.edu
Jebbour, Hoda | Rotation | Brody SE106A | jebbourh@students.ecu.edu
Kendle, Wesley | Research Specialist – Lemasson lab | Brody SN134 | kendlew@biotech.ece.u.edu
Lowe, Sara | Research Specialist – Roper | Biotech BT131 | lowes@biotech.ece.u.edu
Leppicci, Melissa | Rotation | Brody SE106A | leppicc@students.ecu.edu
Nickle, Rebecca | Research Specialist – Mannie Lab | Biotech 114 | nickelb@students.ecu.edu
Palethorpe, Samantha | Research Specialist – Pesce lab | Biotech 127 | palethorps@students.ecu.edu
Rohlik, Denise | Research Specialist – Garcia lab | Biotech SN134 | rohlkdl@students.ecu.edu
Sarker, Md Abu Kawser | Research Specialist – Motaelo Lab | Biotech 117 | sarkerm@students.ecu.edu
Seles, Nathaniel | Rotation | Brody SE106A | selesn@students.ecu.edu
Theophilis, Priyanka | Research Specialist – Motaelo Lab | Biotech 115 | theophilis@biotech.ece.u.edu

MS Students

Bradner, Evan | Roper lab | Biotech | BradnerE01@students.ecu.edu
Gagnques, Ryan | Garcia lab | Biotech 117 | gagnques15@students.ecu.edu

Hourly Staff

Volunteers

Chamanea, Mina | Mannie lab | Biotech 119 | minam@students.ece.u.edu
Gayewski, Emily | Mannie lab | Biotech 119 | gayewski1@students.ece.u.edu
Pruit, Zachary | Mannie lab | Biotech 119 | pruitz17@students.ecu.edu
Williams, William | Roper lab | Biotech 119 | WilliamsW115@students.ece.u.edu

Other Rooms

Computer Rooms (2) | Brody – Biotech | Brody SN-86A/BT135
Computer Rooms (2) | Brody – Biotech (no phone in Biotech) | Brody SE-114/BT110
Media Washroom | Brody – Biotech | Brody SN-8/TB 140
Fax Machines (2) | Brody – Biotech | Brody SE-106A/BT 114
Common Use (Akula) | Brody | Brody SE135
Common Use (McCubrey) | Brody | Brody SE106A
Offices (vacanti) | Brody | Brody SE151/5N968
Lab (vacanti) Office (vacanti) | Brody | Brody 125/124

www.ecu.edu/microbiology